
OLDER EMPLOYEES VERSUS YOUNGER EMPLOYEES

As it's becoming more common for people to stay in the workforce longer, employers and employees are increasingly
interested in drawing comparisons.

Placement Placing the right employees in the right positions helps young and old employees get along better.
To solve these conflicts, employees need to communicate their issues and understand one another. AARP's
Business Case Report indicates that, in addition to their work experience, the value of hiring of mature
workers includes: Low turnover rates: According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics data on tenure patterns by
age group, the average tenure among all US workers is 3. They adapt easily: Last but not least, they can learn
things easily, they can adopt the nature of job within no time since it is not much time they have left their
colleges and studies. Workers in the Generation X group have reached middle-age and are seeking similar
workplace benefits as older workers i. For example, older workers tend to prioritize emotional needs and care
more about having socially meaningful interactions and mentoring their colleagues than younger workers
whose focus tends to be on gaining the skills they need to advance in their careers. They think in a smart way
and come up with different thoughts in a different perspective, which is very much required for a business to
grow and to change the traditional method of business. References 3. This article was written by volunteer
blogger Riya Prem Raaj and edited by volunteer editor Shan Simpson. But education is a two-way street, and
older workers can also learn from newer hires. Some older workers have learned how to exercise control over
their work. They have more energy to work for long hours irrespective of any working conditions. They
wanted to develop their career, so learning about the job role will be interesting for them. So compared to
experience candidates the employers can invest low budget for these employees, though a load of training cost
will be more productivity will refund this initial cost to the company. Healthy work culture will directly affect
the organization growth. Few companies enforce a security deposit, in the event the employee does not
complete the prohibition period, the total training cost will be recovered from that amount. Since it is the first
job, their eagerness and enthusiasm will help the employers to expect much dedication and performance.
Lynda is a fellow of the World Economic Forum, is ranked by Business Thinkers in the top 15 in the world,
and was named the best teacher at London Business School in  You may help the different generations get
along by educating them about how respect can mean different things. Easy to manage: It is easy to manage
young employees because their attitude towards the job is more sincere when compared to seniors. AARP
research shows that in general, younger workers have biases and concerns with managing older workers. It
may not be easy to stay the course with one company -- especially when a quick job change may bring instant
gratification, more pay and better perks -- but older workers know that some companies do take care of the
employees who stay and take care of the company. If necessary, arrange job placements to minimize conflicts
between the generations. They try to set tiny goals for themselves to get equally recognized by other
employees. But is there more insight to possible cross-generational learning than these commonplace
observations? They can work with multi-tasks because they understand the necessity of the job these days. But
younger blood with more ideas, fresh out of college and enthusiastic might be just what is needed to revitalize
the company. They also contribute best to help their mentors or trainers which will build the best workforce
environment.


